Closing credits are a vital part of the filmmaking process. The credits provide necessary information about who worked on a project and how they contributed. It gives proper recognition and attribution to media used in the film.

Credits Should:
- Be easy to read
- Credit those who worked hard
- Cite your sources

Example:

_The Magic of Tidepools_

Written and Directed by: Brandon Alvarez and Daniella Madden

Lead Cast:
- Hiker #1: Lillian Chen
- Hiker #2: Kevin Zhang

Camera Operator: Jennifer Campbell

Additional footage by: Science Photo Library/gettyimages.com

Music: Deep Blue Sea DASAIINZ tunetank.com

Still Photo Images by: Michael Ver Sprill/istockphotos.com

Special Thanks: Mr. Brown and Aquarium of the Pacific

Shooting Location: Crystal Cove State Park